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MLD - Multi Language Dictionary
is a multi-purpose dictionary
application. This tool has the

ability to find and learn
hundreds of words in different

languages and show you how to
use them in a sentence. MLD -
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Multi Language Dictionary takes
advantage of both WML and

WML5 standards and has
several useful features: * view
all words by English, French,

German, Italian, Spanish,
Russian or Dutch language *
view a list of all the words by
root form of the word in the

given language * view a list of
all the words in the given

language by word form: the
word, the preposition, the part
of speech, verb conjugations in
the selected language * preview
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English and selected language
word in the other language *

change your selected language
in the wml2.0 core so you can
view the whole list of words *

generate your own list of words
in a wordlist.txt file and save it

to the desktop to use for a
learning session or the next

dictionary app * implement the
verb conjugations according to
WML5 standard for the selected

language. Minimum system
requirements: * Windows XP
SP3 or higher * 500 MB free
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space on your hard drive * 8.x
MB RAM * At least Adobe Flash

Player 8.0. * Java Virtual
Machine Version 1.4.2 *

Microsoft.NET Framework 2.0 or
higher For computer

compatibility: * 32-bit or 64-bit
version of Windows compatible

with Windows Vista * Multi-
thread capable processor * 2 GB

or higher hard drive space *
2GB RAM By downloading,

copying, installing or using the
software you agree to be bound
by the terms and conditions of
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the following license agreement.
If you do not agree to the terms
and conditions, please do not
download, install, copy or use

the software. 1) License
Agreement 2) Permissions 3)
Additional Terms Users are

allowed to install and use the
software for free; however, you

are not allowed to use or sell the
software or the cracked version
of the software. All contents of
the software are protected by

copyright law. Any unauthorized
usage of these contents is
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strictly prohibited. This version
is not distributed for resale

purposes. The license
agreement may change from
time to time without notice to
you. By downloading, copying,
installing or using the software,
you agree to be bound by the
terms and conditions of the

following license agreement. If
you do not

MLD - Multi Language Dictionary Crack [Win/Mac]

MLD is a multi language
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dictionary and thesaurus that
will help you find meanings and

forms for the words you type
into the search bar. Provides a
search by word, part of speech

and dictionary/thesaurus.
Thesaurus available for forms
(verb, adjective, noun, adverb,
preposition, etc.) Bookmarks

(for easy access), autosaves (for
easy word searches while

offline), dictionary searching (by
meaning). Support for 15

languages: French, German,
Dutch, Italian, Spanish,
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Portuguese, Swedish, English,
Russian, Czech, Danish,

Hungarian, Finnish and Polish.
MLD – Multi Language Dictionary
Download Cracked MLD - Multi

Language Dictionary With
Keygen Description: MLD is a
multi language dictionary and

thesaurus that will help you find
meanings and forms for the

words you type into the search
bar. Provides a search by word,

part of speech and
dictionary/thesaurus. Thesaurus

available for forms (verb,
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adjective, noun, adverb,
preposition, etc.) Bookmarks

(for easy access), autosaves (for
easy word searches while

offline), dictionary searching (by
meaning). Support for 15

languages: French, German,
Dutch, Italian, Spanish,

Portuguese, Swedish, English,
Russian, Czech, Danish,

Hungarian, Finnish and Polish.
MLD – Multi Language Dictionary
Download MLD - Multi Language
Dictionary Description: MLD is a
multi language dictionary and
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thesaurus that will help you find
meanings and forms for the

words you type into the search
bar. Provides a search by word,

part of speech and
dictionary/thesaurus. Thesaurus

available for forms (verb,
adjective, noun, adverb,

preposition, etc.) Bookmarks
(for easy access), autosaves (for

easy word searches while
offline), dictionary searching (by

meaning). Support for 15
languages: French, German,

Dutch, Italian, Spanish,
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Portuguese, Swedish, English,
Russian, Czech, Danish,

Hungarian, Finnish and Polish.
MLD – Multi Language Dictionary
Download MLD - Multi Language
Dictionary Description: MLD is a
multi language dictionary and

thesaurus that will help you find
meanings and forms for the

words you type into the search
bar. Provides a search by word,

part of speech and
dictionary/thesaurus. Thesaurus

available for forms (verb,
adjective, noun, adverb,
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preposition, etc.) Bookmarks
(for 3a67dffeec
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MLD - Multi Language Dictionary Free PC/Windows (2022)

- Free to download. - Languages
included: English, French,
Spanish, Italian, German,
Portuguese, Dutch, Swedish,
Danish, Finnish, Norwegian,
Greek, Hungarian, Bulgarian,
Czech, Polish, Romanian,
Latvian, Slovak, Russian,
Ukrainian, Korean, Chinese,
Arabic, Japanese, Vietnamese,
Thai, Indonesian, Filipino,
Finnish, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
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Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
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Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
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Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
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Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese, Arabic, Japanese,
Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian,
Filipino, Hungarian, Norwegian,
Greek, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish,
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Romanian, Latvian, Slovak,
Russian, Ukrainian, Korean,
Chinese,

What's New in the?

MLD is a portable application
that helps you learn all
languages you need to learn.
You'll be able to find any
meaning and form of words in
all languages and get quick
feedback. The database is
extracted from the Mozilla
dictionary to make its interface
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easy to use and understand. Its
vocabulary list is updated
frequently, so you will be able to
find what you need in no time.
The application is also portable
and can be updated by users to
add missing words. See also:
Find meaning of every word
quickly MLD - Multi Language
Dictionary Free Download
(Latest) Official Website: Please
rate us and leave your review.
MLD – Multi Language Dictionary
Review MLD is a portable
application that helps you learn
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all languages you need to learn.
You'll be able to find any
meaning and form of words in
all languages and get quick
feedback. The database is
extracted from the Mozilla
dictionary to make its interface
easy to use and understand. Its
vocabulary list is updated
frequently, so you will be able to
find what you need in no time.
The application is also portable
and can be updated by users to
add missing words. See also:
Find meaning of every word
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quickly MLD - Multi Language
Dictionary Free Download
(Latest) Official Website: Please
rate us and leave your review.
MLD – Multi Language Dictionary
Review MLD is a portable
application that helps you learn
all languages you need to learn.
You'll be able to find any
meaning and form of words in
all languages and get quick
feedback. The database is
extracted from the Mozilla
dictionary to make its interface
easy to use and understand. Its
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vocabulary list is updated
frequently, so you will be able to
find what you need in no time.
The application is also portable
and can be updated by users to
add missing words. See also:
Find meaning of every word
quickly MLD - Multi Language
Dictionary Free Download
(Latest)
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, 8,
8.1, 7, Vista, or XP SP3
Processor: 1.6 GHz Dual Core, or
equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: 128 MB VRAM
(optional) DirectX: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband internet
connection Storage: 2 GB
available space Additional
Notes: We are unable to support
games using Vulkan, or games
with Vulkan support that are not
on the supported list. DirectX
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